So you think you CAN’T dance?!?
GeoMat Hip Hop Dancing for Field Days
Presenter- Mark Brandenberger

I. Cupid Shuffle – partnered
   a. To the Right: Triangle 6,8,9,9,6,8,9,9 (8ct)
   b. To the Left: Triangle 8,6,9,9,8,6,9,9(8ct)
   c. Kick, Kick, Kick, Kick(8ct)
   d. Walk by yourself to other corner: 9,8,7,4,1(8ct)
   e. To the Right: Triangle 4,2,1,1,4,2,1,1(8ct)
   f. To the Left: Triangle 2,4,1,1,2,4,1,1(8ct)
   g. Kick, Kick, Kick, Kick(8ct)
   h. Walk by yourself to other corner: 1,2,3,6,9(8ct)

II. Switch - partnered
   a.
   b.
   c.
   d.
   e.

III. Low (Flo-rida) – solo dance
   a.
   b.
   c.
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